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Further Reflections  on  Lady Eleanor Talbot

John Ashdown-Hill writes:—
I  am grateful to HA. Kelly for correcting my misinterpretation of the term

‘precontract'.' The word does indeed  refer  to any previous marriage, alleged as a
challenge to  a  subsequent marriage, and  not, as I implied in my previous article on
Lady Eleanor, to a preliminary contract of marriage, similar to  a  betrothal. I
suspect  that  I am not alone in having, for  a  time, laboured ungier  a  misapprehension
regarding the meaning of ‘precomiact', and it is well to have the  facts  now clearly
established. '

There is always  scope for differences of opinion when one moves from the area .
of  facts  to the realm of interpretation. Muriel' Smith2 has questioned my
interpretation of Lady Eleanor as a  sad, deserted wife, on the grounds that had she
wished to maintain her rights as Edward IV's wife, she could have  sought  the
powerful backing of her uncle, the Earl of Warwick. Eleanor’s kinship with
Warwick  was, of course, well known in the  1460s, and was well remembered at

least into  the early years of the following century.  Both  Mancini and Vergil, while
not mentioning Eleanor by name, refer to Edward  IV’s  involvement with  a  member
of  Wani'ick’s family, and Mancini  speaks  specifically of  a  promise of marriage.
Warwick himself may .have  known the nature of  Eleanor’s  relationship with thé
king, and  I  am convinced  that  his  protége’ and son-in-law, the Duke of Clarence,
was later well aware of it and  that this fact  explains both some of Clarence’s
behaviour and his execution'. Knowledge of  Eleanor’s  maniage to Edward may also  =
explain Warwick’s actions, for it meant  that Clarence, rather than the two little
daughters of Elizabeth Woodville, was the legitimate heir to the throne. The reason
for Warwick’s eagerness to marry his daughter, Isabel, to Clarence thus  becomes
clear. In this way he could set his own child on the way to  a  crown; a more  hopeful

prospect than any attempt on his  part  to assert the rights of his piece, Eleanor, a  lady
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in whom as he  must  have been well aware, the king had completely lost interest.

I  am sure  that  Muriel  Smith  is right when she argues  that  Eleanor’s apparent
infertility was  a  significant factor leading to  Edward’s  abandonment of her, but  I
cannot agree with her when she  suggests that  the  fact that  Eleanor  ‘made  no
attempt  to claim her rights’ proves  that  she had no interest in being either Edward’s
wife or Queen of England. Eleanor's silence was the only wise course of action for
her in View of Edward’s  subsequent  proclamation of his marriage to Elizabeth

Woodville, and  that  silence really requires no explanation.
Although Eleanor did not appeal to the church courts to uphold her marriage,

records of  appeals  made in other, similar  cases do exist. An example is the appeal
of Muriel de Dunham against John  Bumoth  and Joan, his ‘wife'.3 On Monday 21

June  1288  Muriel appeared before the Consistory Court of Canterbury ‘seeking to
have  the marriage between John  Bumoth  of  Chartham  and Joan, whom he keeps as

his  wife, annulled, and John and Joan separated and John adjudged her husband,
because, before John made a marriage contract with Joan, he contracted marriage
with Muriel by words de  presenti'.‘ The  case  took  more  than  six  months,  and was

prolonged by the contumacy of Join, the allegedly bigamous wife, who refused to

appear in court for four months, despite repeated citings to do so. One can imagine
that  had  Lady Eleanor brought her case to court, Elizabeth Woodville would have

been  at least  equally contumacious! When  judgement  had finally been delivered in

Muriel’s favour, John and Joan, who were clearly happy living together, appealed

against the decision, and  although  their  appeal  was eventually quashed and the
court pronounced  ‘the  de  facto  marriage between John and Ioan null and void, and

[adjudged] John to Muriel as her husband and Muriel to John as his lawful
wife',s it is difficult to believe  that  John and Joan  simply accepted this after

fighting so hard against it, or  that  John and Muriel can  ha‘ve  lived together
thereafter in contented conjugal bliss, whatever the church  coun  may have  ruled.

It is equally difficult to believe, had Lady Eleanor had the temen'ty to try to
cite the King'of England before the ecclesiastical courts,  that  Edward would have
passively submitted his mau'imonial affairs to public scrutiny, or that, had things
ever been allowed to reach the unimaginable stage of judgement being given
against him and in Eleanor’s favour, he would simply have  accepted  this, dutifully

parted  from Elizabeth Woodville and set up home  with Eleanor. Indeed, Iwould
suggest that  had Eleanor even so  much  as attempted to bring the case to court she

would  have  been  putting her  (life  in jeopardy. The subsequent execution of the
Duke of Clarence lends, I think, dramatic weight_ to this View. With or without the

assistance  of Eleanor’s uncle, the Earl of Warwick, fighting the  case  in the church
courts was not an option. If Eleanor wanted to remain alive and  safe  there was
nothing she could do but accept the  fait accompli  and live quietly in retirement,
well away from public life. And the fact  that  she apparently chose to live, not
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alone, on her own  manors  in Warwickshire, but in East Anglia under the protection
of her  most  powerful relative, her sister, the duchess of Norfolk, merely serves to

underline the  fact that, under the circumstances, even  given her silence, her  safety
could not be  taken  for granted.

As for Eleanor’s association with the Carmelite Order, this is  a  complex issue,

but it is not a factor which is likely to  have  influenced her silence. Although the
master of Corpus Christi  College, Cambridge, Eleanor’s friend and  protége’,  Dr
Thomas  Cosyn, later described her as Deo  devota  (‘vowed to God’)‘ she never

‘entered religion’ in the sense of becoming a nun, for, as I mentioned in my earlier
article, there were no Carmelita  nuns  in England in the fifteenth century. In the

absence of specific written evidence, the precise nature of Eleanor’s association

with the  Carmelita  Order has to be somewhat speculative. During her lifetime, the
principal corpus of the Order consisted of the  fraternitas, the body of friars, who,
naturally, were all male. Women, however, could be associated with the order 1n

several  ways,  and  such female associates formed part of what at  that  period was
called collectively the  confraternitas  of the Order. Basically, three possibilities
were open to Eleanor: she could. have  been  a  benefactress of the Order, a

mantellata, or a  conversa.  A  benefactress supported the Order financially, and in

return received ‘letters of  affiliation', but she  took  no vows of any kind. Eleanor’s

association  with the Order may well have  started  in this  way.  A  mantellata  took
simple vows of poverty, chastity and obedience, but no specific  vows  to the rule of

the Order.  A  conversa  took  solemn  vows  to the pfior of the Camelite house where
she made her ablation, and  became  subject to the religious vow of  stabilitas:
residence in  a  fixed  abode, assigned to her by the prior.’ It is clear from the
statement of Dr  Thomas  Cosyn (above) that  Eleanor’s  association  with the

Carmelites progressed beyond the level of benefactress, and it would seem that she

must  have become either  a  mantellata  or  a  conversa.  Her specific association with
the Norwich Camel argues in favour of her having been a  conversa, and the  fact
that  she apparently remained resident, during the  14605, in East Anglia, probably at
Kenninghall, is consistent with what one would  expect  of  a  lady subject to  a  vow

of  stabilitas.  But although  conversw  were usually unmarried  women  or widows,
they could be married. In May 1343, for example, in Florence, Salvino degli

Armati and his wife, Bartolomea simultaneously became oblates of the Carmelite
Order, he as  a  converse, she as a  conversa.“ There is no  reason  to  believe,
therefore, that  Eleanor’s association with the Carmelites would, in itself, have

precluded her being at the same time married to Edward IV, or her proclaiming
that  fact, had she chosen to do so. Indeed, the  fact that  she chose this specific kind
or religious  life  rather than opting to actually enter the  convent  of some other Order
could perhaps be seen as evidence  that  she was not free to become a nun  because
she had a living husband.
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Muriel  Smith  also emphasises  Eleanor’s  relationship with her cousins, Isabel
and Anne Neville, and deduces weak genes, derived from  their  common

Beauchamp ancestry. Her picture of an ethereal Lady Eleanor, endowed with  ‘the

delicate beauty of the not very robust’ may be cor'rect,  although  the skeleton .in:
Norwich  which  may be  Eleanor’s  shows no sign of physical weakness nor

symptoms  of prolonged illness. While it is true  that  the identity of this skeleton is

not established beyond  question, the evidence from  Lady Eleanor’s  relatives is  also
by no means unanimously in favour of Muriel Smith’s interpretation. Of Eleanor’s
siblings, only her middle brothel; Louis, seems to have been at all sickly, dying

young of natural causes.9 Eleanor’s eldest brother, Lord  Lisle, fathered three
children and only died  young because he was killed in  battle.  The siblings closest

in age to Eleanor, Sir Humphrey Talbot  and Elizabeth  Duchess  of Norfolk, both
lived into ripe old age, diling in  1492  and 1506 respectively.  Lady Eleanor’s
parents were also long-lived, and her mother produced at  least five, and  possibly
six childn-mlo which  does  not suggest  that  the Beauchamp line was infertile. The

countess  of Shrewsbury’s two sisters, Eleanor, Lady Roos, Duchess of Somerset,

and Elizabeth, Lady Latimer, also both  lived fruitful and lengthy lives.” All of  this

evidence needs to be borne in mind when we try to decide what Eleanor’s

constitution may have  been like.

One  last  point. Since we do not usually refer to ‘Elizabeth Grey', and never, to

my knowledge call Anne Neville  ‘Anne  Plantagenet’, although both  ladies were
widows, it would, I  think, he more consistent if We could  also  refer, as a  general
practice, to ‘Eleanor Talbot’.
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10. An  unnamed  daughter  of  Eleanor's  father,  who was at  that time  Lord  Talbot. died  at  Blakemere  in

1424/5. There  is  a  record  of the  expenses  of her  funeral  and  burial.  The  identity of the  mother  is not
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stated,  and it  could have been either  Maud  Neville  or  Margaret Beauchamp.  ‘Expense  funeralium  et in
expensis factis circa exequis filie  domini  et  sepulture [sic] eiusdem  &c' see B.  Ros's,  An  Account  of
the  Talbot Hausehold  at  Blakemere  in the  County of Shropshire. 1394-1425.  unpublished  MA.  Thesis.
University of  Canben'a  1970, 2 volumes, vol.  2. p. 151. I am  grateful  to  Barbara  Ross  for  permission  to
refer  :6 her  thesis.

ll.- For  details  of the  progeny of  Lady Eleanor’s  aunts,  see the  pedigree  published  in J.  Ashdown-Hill.
‘Seeking the  Genes  .of  Lady Eleanor  Talbot',  Genealogists' Magazine,  vol.  26, no. 3.  September  1998,  p.
88.

One  Prince  or  Two?
Gordon  Smith  writes:—
In  1993  Dr Michael  Hicks  put forward evidence which seems to  suggest that
Richard III and his wife  Anne  Neville had another son beside their single  child,
Edward of Middleham. In the founderé’ chronicle of  Tewkesbury Abbey is
recorded the birth of a son at the  castle  of Middleham in  1476, and in the original

manuscript in the  Bodleian  Library the name of George has been inserted. It is  a
reasonable  hypothesis that  the duke and duchess of Gloucester had two sons,

Edward of Middleham born in  1473  and George in  1476,  and  that  George died
before  his father Richard, Duke  of Gloucester, became  king as Richard III in June

1483.  Dr Hicks questioned whether the  matter  was as simple as  that.  The name
George is an interpolation, and there is no direct authority for Edward of
Middleham being born in  1473.  A second  plausible  hypothesis is  that  the son
referred to in the chronicle is Richard's only son Edward, who would  therefore
have  been  born in 1476.I

Recently while leafing through  Alison  Hanham’s  book  Richard  III and His
Early Historians, I stumbled across a  passage  in her translation of  Rous’s  Historia
Regum Anglie  which  states that  when he was made Pn'nce of Wales, Edward of
Middleham was “aged  a  little over seven".2 As the investiture of his son by Richard
III took place in York in September  1483, Edward would  have  been born in 1476.
This  calculation corroborates the second hypothesis, and  suggests that  the name of
George was  a  mistake. On the other hand, Rous has  a  reputation for being
unreliable. In the  same  history he  says  that at the  death  of Edward IV in April
1483, his son Edward  V “was about  thirteen and  a  half, or thereabouts”.3 As he was
born in November 1470, Edward  V  on his accession was twelve and  a  half. This
makes  one wonder what  Rous  means by “a little over  seven” as the age for Edward

of Middleham.
Perhaps I am being hard on  Rous.  Dr Hicks has pointed out to me  that  Rous in

Warwickshire was often far away from events, and he was certainly credulous, but

quite a good  source for what he knew and understood.  Rous  was interested in and
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quite well informed  about  Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick, known as the

Kingmaker, and his family, including his daughters Isabel and Anne, man‘ied to the

dukes of Clarence and Gloucester respectively. Rous was obviously better placed
in dealing with  Clarence’s  side of the family on his doorstep at WanNick than with

the Gloucester branch away in Yorkshire, but he is likely to have been accurate

about the son of Richard, Duke of Gloucester. The fact  that  both  Rous  and the
Tewkesbury chronicle give  1476  as the year of birth of Edward of Middleham

seems to  make that  date fairly conclusive.4
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